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ABSTRACT 

Finite element methods are constricted by adding to the usaal Galerkin method 
terms that are mesh-dependent lost sqnarea form* of the Eakr-Lagrange equations. 
Tha methods sis consistent and posssss additional stability comparad to tba Oalsrlnn 
method. Finite element interpolations, which are unstable in the Galerkin approach, are 
BOW convergent. The methodology is applied to the velocity-pniasuie formalation, aJt.a., 
HsrrmaBB's formulation, to the streas-vskxity fonnakiion, aJi.a., HstHngB-Rsissaar'a 
forma latino and to a new formulation based on aagmented stress, pressve and «elocity. 

RESUMO 

Métodos de elementos Anitas são construídos adicionando-se ao método nsaal de 
Galerkin termos qoe §&o dependentes da> malha e formas de míaimos-qaadrados das 
equações de Euler-Legrange. Os métodos sfto consistentes e possuem estabilidade adi
cional comparados com o método de Galerkin. lnterpolacões de elementos initos, qne 
sio instáveis ao método dt Galerkin, sio agora convergentes. A metodologia é aplicada: 
à formulação de velocidade-pressao, também conhecida por formulação de Herrmann; 
à formulação de tensâo-velocidade, também conhecida por formatação de Heümger-
Reissnsr; e a ama nova formulação baseada em tenaio aumentada, prassio s velocidade. 
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ABSTRACT 

Finite element methods are constructed by adding to the usual Galerlán 
method terms that are mesh-dependent least-squares forms of the Euler-
Lagr&nge equations. The methods are consistent and possess additional 
stability compared to the Galerkin method. Finite element interpola
tions, which are unstable in the Galerkin approach, are now conver
gent. The methodology is applied to the velocity-pressure formulation, 
a.lt.a., Herrmann's formulation, to the stress-velocity formulation, a.k.a., 
Hellinger-Reissner's formulation and to a new formulation based on aug
mented stress, pressure and velocity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Stokes flow problem models the behavior of creeping flows (very 
slow flows). Its equations are also form-identical to the ones governing 
incompressible linear isotropic elasticity. In the approximation of the 
equations of isotropic linear elasticity, it has been an ultimate goal of fi
nite element researchers to develop methods that perform independently 
of the compressibility of the material. The main difficulty is that the in
compressible limit is often bard .to cope with using the same method 
employed for the approximation of tbt compressible behavior. 

The classical variational principle written in term* of the velocity 
variable presen' its drawbacks in the approximation of the "pressure 
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part" (or of the penalty term) in the incompressible limit. The numeri
cal trick that has been applied for in this case is to employ a selective-
reduced integration. This methodology has been better understood re
ferring to the variational principle introduced by Herrmann [12], where 
pressure is a dependent variable and is approximated independently of 
the velocity field. The equivalence between the selective-reduced integra
tion technique and the mixed formulation due to Herrmann is explored 
by Malleus and Hughes [18]. 

The convergence of the Galerkin finite element method based upon 
Herrmann's principle is governed by a compatibility condition between 
the pressure and the velocity variable* known as the Babuska-Brezzi 
condition [2,3]. This is not a trivial condition to satisfy and only a few 
combinations of interpolations for velocity and pressure fulfill the BB 
condition. We refer to [5,14,21] and references therein for combinations 
that satisfy the BB condition. 

Adding to the Galerkin method a mesh-dependent term, Hughes, 
Franca and Balestra [17] devised a method that is convergent for s»> 
combination of COSÍIHSOSÍ interpolations for both pressure and velocity. 
The methodology has been generalized and applied for various mixed 
formuíitions (see [0,8,15,16] and references therein). Most of these recent 
works deal with additional terms that are mesh-dependent lenst-squares 
forms of the Euler-Lagrange equations. These methods will be referred 
to as Galerkin/Least-squares methods. 

In recent years attention has been focused in approximating the 
•tress tensor as a dependent variable. Two classical variational princi
ples are employed to that end: the Hellinger-Reis3ner principle [11,20] 
that approximates stress and velocity variables and the Hu-Washizu prin
ciple [13,25] that approximates stress, symmetrical part of the velocity 
gradient and velocity variables. Employing the Galerkin method some 
convergent elements have been devised and analyzed for the Hellinger-
Reissner formulation in [1,19,22,23,24] and references therein. However 
these employ basis functions which are not the standard isoparametric 
ones. By adding to the Hellinger-Reissner formulation a mesh-dependent 
least-squares term Franca, Hughes, Loula and Miranda [9] obtained a 
method which is convergent for various combinations of discontinuous 
•tress and continuous velocity, including equal-order isoparametric ele
ments. The analysis of this method is similar to the standard analysis 
derived by Brezii and Babuika for mixed formulations. 

In an attempt to isolate the key variable, namely pressure, a varia
tional princip*: was proposed in [7] that approximates the symmetrical 
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part of the velocity gradient, augmented stress, pressure and velocity. 
This variational principle may be viewed as a variation from Hu-Washisu 
in that stress is decomposed into an augmented stress tensor and a pres
sure part. Employing the Galerkin/Least-squares methodology various 
combinations of interpolations are rendered convergent using continuous 
or discontinuous pressures (see [7]). 

A variational principle that approximates augmented stress, pres
sure and velocity is proposed and analyzed in [10]. This may be viewed as 
a varisvtkm from HeUingeT-Reissner -employing the same decomposition 
of the stress variable as in [7]. The main goal of the previous varia
tional principle is also achieved, namely, to isolate the pressure part of 
the stress tensor. This variational principle is simpler than the one pro
posed in [7] in that we approximate fewer variables (the symmetrical 
part of the velocity gradient is not approximated independently). The 
Galerkin/Leagt-squares methods for this variational principle are shown 
to converge for a wide family of simple interpolations, in particular, 
equal-order interpolation. 

Herein we review the Galerkin/Least-squares methodology applied 
to Herrmann's principle, to Hellinger-Reissner's principle and to the 
principle proposed in [10]. The subsequent sections present each vari
ational principle, their respective GaleTlcin/Least-squares methods and 
convergence results. 

2. HERRMANN'S PRINCIPLE AND GALERKIN/LEAST-SQUARES 
METHOD 

Let ft be an open, bounded region o{R4, where d = 2 or 3, with piecewise 
smooth boundary T. The equations of Stokes flow are: 

2/idivc(n)-Vp + f = 0 on ft, (1) 

div u = 0 on ft, (2) 

a - 0 on T, (3) 

where a is the velocity, p is the pressure, f is the body force, c(n) is the 
symmetric part of the velocity gradient, and it is the viscosity (assumed 
constant). 

The boundary value problem consul* of finding a * a(;) and p » 
p(x) satisfying (l)-(2) Vx € ft ind the prescribed boundary condition 
(3). 

Let I?(f)) denote the space of square-integrable functions. The sub-
space of laC?) functions possessing square-integrable partial derivatives 

) 



with xero value on the boundary >* denoted by HQ(U). The space* we 
will work with are 

V = (HliQ))d, (4) 

W = L7(il)/R. (5) 

The Herrmann's principle seeks a saddle-point of the functional: 

na(v,q) = M/xe(Y) C(T) - « div T - f • v) rffi 
n 

VT € V, Vç € W. (6) 

Consider an element partition on ft into nt\ elements. Let Q* be 
the interic of the e-th element and 

n = Uil* (element interiors). (7) 

Consider the set of all polynomials of degree not greater than k and 
denote its restriction to ft* by Pi(ft'). Let us construct 

V* = { tu |< € Pk(W),i=l,-,d, e*l, — ,ne,}nV, (8) 

Wk = {ph\pt € Pl{(l
t),e=l,---,ntl}nHl(il)/It. (fi) 

The approximation of the saddle-point problem emanating from 
(6) employing the Galerkin/LeMt-squares method [6,8,15] is: Find 
{"*,;>*} € V\ x Wh such that 

a * K , n ) + Mvlk,/>A) = A(v»)1 v*> € v>, (10) 

*»(O»,Í*) + C * ( P A , Í A ) * Í * ( Í » ) , Vík 6 Wk, (11) 

where 

a*(tt*,v»)st2/i(c(u»),c(r fc))- -y~(2/idiv «(u*),2/idiv *(v»))fi 

+ 2/ í í5(divnk ,dirv»), (12) 

**(*»,**) - ~(divv»,j»») + ~ - í > d í v r (n ) , Vp»)g, (13) 



A(v») = (f,n) + ̂ (f,2/*di* e(n))n. (is) 

i7»UJ = - ^ ( f . v i » ) H , (16) 

and (-,-) and ( v ) ^ denote the Lj(ft) and Lj(ft) inner product, respec
tively. 

2 1 Remark» 

1. By the regularity requirements, the pressure approximation, in prin
ciple, may consist of discontinuous functions. The continuous ap
proximation employed here is necessary for the error oitimates de
rived in [6]. Recent results show convergence even for discontinuous 
pressures (see [10]). 

2. The finite element errors satisfy [10] 

HtU-u| | i + llP»-pllo < C(u)hk + C(p)hV+l\ (17) 

for i\ sufficiently small 

3. A formulation which allows combination of arbitrary velocity-
pressure spaces was developed in [IS]. The formulation possesses 
one additional term compared to the present method. This term 
enforces pressure continuity weakly and its inclusion allows use of 
all discontinuous pressure approximations. 

3. HELLLNGER-REISSNER'S PRINCIPLE AND GALERKIN LEAST-
SQUARES METHOD 

In terms of stress and velocity the Stokes equations are 

divff + f = 0 on fí, (1Í) 

i - | < r - i t r < r l j « c ( u ) on f), (19) 

o = 0 on T, (20) 

where 9 is the Cauchy stress tensor and I is the identity tensor. 

Defining 
tf = ILM))*44"'*, (21) 
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the Hellinger-Reissner's principle seeks a saddle-point of the functional: 

n H * ( r , v ) = y f - i . ( r - 7 - i ( t r r ) l ) + T e ( v ) - f vj <M 

n 

VT € VV, Vr € V. (22) 

Consider the following discrete space 

W\ = {»»!«rf € P , ^ ) . »'=!.• ••.«*( J + l ) / 2 , « = 1. ••-,»«»}, (23) 

The approximation of the saddle-point problem emanating from (22) 
employing the Galerkin/Least-squares method [8,9] U: Find {<fk,tu} € 
Wk x \\ such that 

o*(<r*,Tk) + fc(T%,iift) = <?fc(T»), Vrfc € Wk, (24) 

fc(<rfc,v»)=/(v»), Vyfc € VA, (25) 

fhere 

ak(trfc,-fc) = a(ffh,Th) - -— (div <rA,div rk)^, (26) 

(<r,T)-i(tr<r,trT)|, (27) 4('',,a"5r'" ^ 
6(T,,u,) = (TH,i(aO), (28) 

/(v») = (f,v»), (29) 

y*(n) = ^ ( f , d i v r A ) j i > (30) 

3.1 Remarks 

1. Sote that stresses are approximated by discontinuous finite ele
ment polynomials. This allows elimination at element level, result
ing in a matrix formulation in terms of velocity only. 

2. For triangular finite element polynomials with 2 ^ k < 1+ 1 and for 
quadrilateral finite element polynomials with 2 £ k £ /, the enors 
in the finite element solution satisfy [8] 

Ik» - *||o + ll«» - «Hi < c{o, n)hk, (31) 

3. Requiring velocity interpolations of order greater or equal than two, 
provides, stability of the piecewise constant modes of the pressure 
part of the strew variable. AU other pressure modes are controlled 
r the additional $-term. 



4. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE BASED ON AUGMENTED STRESS. 
PRESSURE AND VELOCITY AND GALERKIN/LEAST-SQUARES 
METHOD 

By introducing the augmented stress tensor T as a new unknown, 
the Stokes problem takes the following form: 

T = 2/ir(u) on ft, (32) 

div n = 0 on ft, (33) 

- d i v T + V/> = f on ft, (34) 

u = 0 on T, (3S) 

Defining 
lV = (Ljin))***1*'* x L,(ft)/fl, (36) 

the varia'.'onal principle introduced in [10] seeks a saddle-point of the 
functional: 

n ( S , 9 , v ) = / [ - — S S + S c(v)-qdivr-{ v | Jfí 

n 

v{s(9} e W, vv e v. (37) 

Consider the following discrete space 

#» = {T»|2? € fl(Oe), i = l,-,d(d + l)f%t = \, ••,*<!} 

*{ph\pt € Pm(Wlc = l--,nt,}. (33) 

The approximation of the saddle-point problem emanating from 
(37) employing the Galerkin/Least-square» method [10] is: Find 
{T*,pAlU*} € Wh x Vh such that V{Shtqhtvk) 

è{7h,ph,'ah;Sk,qklyk) = L{Sk,qh,rk) (39) 

where 

à(7k,pk,nk;3k,qk,rk) = -—(T*,S/i) + (T*,«(n))-(pA ( divr*) 

+(S»,i(tt»j) - (f*, divn») - ^ ( T * -2iufa)t3h - 2iu{yh)) 
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_ M l ( _ d i v T f c + Vp fc ,-divS fc + V í l J s . (40) 

l(S f c ,9 k ,v») = (f,vk) - ^ ( f , - div S» + VÍJk)fl, (41) 
2p 

4.1 Remark* 

1. If the pressure approximation is continuous or the order of the aug
mented stress interpolation is equal or greater than the order of the 
velocity interpolation which, in this case, must be of at least order 
d, the space dimension, then for 0 < 6j/(2/i) < 1 and (j > 0 the 
following error estimate holds (10) 

!|T„ - T||o + \\PH - p\\ + K - a||x < c ( l > m + 1 +c(f>)/,'+t + c(n)hk 

(42) 
2. In the previous estimate augmented stress could be interpolated 

continuously or discontinuously. Since equal-order continuous lin-
cnf trlrtaentB tony btr employed with this formulai ton, th'ut method 

provides a simple setting for the engineering preference of working 
with continuous stresses [4]. 

3. If discontinuous augmented stresses are used then we may set S\ = 0 
and a similar convergence result holds provided augmented stresses 
are of order greater or equal than velocity [10]. 

4. For the 6t = 0 method there is no restriction on the size of the 
stability parameter and there is no need of computation of second 
derivatives as in the method for Herrmann's formulation. 
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